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Please state your name and business address. 

My name is Brian W. McCormick. My business address is 600 Hidden Ridge, 

Irving, Texas 75038. 

By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 

I am employed by GTE Network Services as Regulatory Director-Property 

Repositioning. 

Please summarize your educational background and experience in the 

telecommunications industry. 

In 1963. I completed studies in accounting at Powelson Institute in Syracuse, 

New York. Throughout my years with Contel and GTE, I’ve attended numerous 

management courses, which concentrated on advanced management 

techniques and business case studies. 

I began my professional career in 1963 when I joined the Public Accounting 

firm of Peat, Marwiok. Mitchell and Co. as a Staff Accountant. My duties were 

general audit and tax return preparation. In 1965. I entered the 

telecommunications industry when I accepted a position as General Accountant 

for Chanango and Unadilla Telephone Company. As General Accountant, I was 
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responsible for maintaining the books of the corporation and the preparation of 

financial statements. 

In 1966, I entered the US Army where I served for two years. In 1968, upon 

separation from the Army, I was employed by Contel Corporation, then 

Continental Telephone Company, which had acquired Chenango and Unadilla 

Telephone Company in early 1968. Between 1968 and 1991, while employed by 

Contel, I held numerous positions including Senior Accountant, Tax Manager, 

Revenue Requirements Manager, and Assistant Vice President-Regulatory. My 

work experience throughout this twenty-three year period was concentrated in 

the finance and regulatory disciplines. I supervised the accounting operations 

for numerous telephone, cable television and radio companies. For ten years, I 

managed Contel’s Eastern Region Tax Department with responsibility for all tax 

compliance and tax accounting for Contel’s thirteen Eastern Region subsidiaries. 

For six years, I managed rate case filings and other regulatory matters on behalf 

of Contel’s subsidiaries throughout the Eastern Region. From 1986 to 1991 as 

Assistant Vice President-Regulatory, I was responsible for all rate case, tariff, 

pricing, cost of service, settlements and carrier access billing matters for Contel’s 

northeast states, which included telephone companies in Maine, Vermont, New 

Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. 

In 1991, with the merger of Contel and GTE, I became the Director-External 

Affairs for GTE’s Northeast Region, headquartered in New York State. GTE’s 

Northeast Region consisted of its merged Contel telephone properties located in 
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the states of New York, Maine, Vermont, and New Hampshire. During 1993 and 

1994, I served on the Board of Directors of the New York State Telephone 

Association. 

In September 1994, I assumed the position of Director-Regulatory Accounting 

and Compliance for GTE Service Corporation. I was also Assistant Controller for 

the GTE Telephone Operating Companies. My principal duties included the 

direction and supervision of the preparation of all accounting information in 

support of tariff and rate filings for GTE’s telephone operating companies. I was 

responsible for all regulatory reporting and compliance as required by the 

regulatory agencies. In June 1998, I assumed my current position as Regulatory 

Director-Property Repositioning. 

Have you previously testified before regulatory commissions? 

Yes, I have testified before regulatory commissions in Maine, Vermont. New 

Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, 

South Carolina, and Washington on various issues including results of 

operations, capital structure, extended area service, affiliated interests, rate 

design, product-specific cost of service, and property repositioning. I have also 

submitted testimony in rate proceedings before the California Public Utilities 

Commission, the Florida Public Service Commission, the Oklahoma Corporation 

Commission, the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission, and the Oregon Public 

Utility Commission. 
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PURPOSE 

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 

The purpose of my testimony in this proceeding is three-fold. I will briefly 

describe GTE’s repositioning initiative and selection of property to be 

repositioned. I will also explain how buyers have been selected, criteria, etc. and 

I will identify the Illinois buyer and describe the transaction. Finally, I will discuss 

why the proposed sale is in the public interest. 

GTE’S REPOSITIONING INITIATIVE 

Please Explain GTE’s repositioning initiative. 

On November 5,1998, GTE announced its plan to sell or trade about 1.6 

million switched access lines, approximately 8% of its domestic total. 

The properties offered included all GTE wireline exchanges in the states of 

Alaska, Arkansas, Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Mexico, and 

Oklahoma, and some of the GTE exchanges in California. Illinois, Missouri, 

This repositioning is intended to position GTE in markets that offer greater 

efficiencies in operations and higher growth opportunities. Repositioning of 

some of GTE’s properties is part of an overall corporate plan previously 

announced in April 1998 to generate after-tax proceeds of $2 to $3 billion to be 

used to pursue other strategic opportunities. Furthermore, repositioning will 

allow the company to better defend and grow the strategic markets it currently 

serves. The remaining rural territories, 25 % of GTE Network Services, will be 
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Q. 

A. 

well concentrated, putting GTE in a better position to fund capital requirements 

for those properties. 

How did GTE identify the properties to be sold? 

GTE formed a Network Services Property Repositioning Team to gather, 

analyze, and evaluate information for packaging an overall marketing plan, which 

was presented to GTE’s Board of Directors in September 1998. In evaluating 

and determining the wireline properties to be sold, the Network Services team 

considered a number of factors: 

Q. 

A. 

. financial and operational characteristics of the exchanges 

l potential growth opportunities in those markets 

l quality of GTE’s combined wirelineMreless footprint 

. proximity to the top 50 markets in the U.S. 

. regulatory environment and approval processes 

l the ability to create geographic clusters of properties to attract buyers 

. potential for improved operational efficiency. 

GTE markets were ranked based upon the first two criteria above, market 

conditions and financial characteristics. The remaining factors above were then 

considered to identify the final package of properties. 

BUYER SELECTION I ILLINOIS TRANSACTION 

Generally, how were buyers selected for the sale of property? 

In November 1998, GTE sent out prequalitication letters to over 200 

interested buyers. These letters requested infonation necessary for GTE to 
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invite the bestqualified companies to receive further information on the 

properties being offered and participate in the due diligence process. 

Companies submitting information were requested to commit to employing all 

employees directly supporting the purchased exchanges at the same or 

comparable positions and at reasonably comparable salary and benefits 

packages. The companies also had to be willing to assume the terms and 

conditions of any bargaining unit agreement in effect for the sold properties. 

Buyers were also required to provide evidence of financial viability. Finally, 

buyers were required to provide information relating to their ability to successfully 

operate the property and to obtain necessary regulatory approvals. 

From the buyers submissions, GTE selected the best-qualified applicants to 

receive more detailed state-specific offering documents and to participate in a 

paper due diligence process. This process was spread over several months, 

with regional clusters of property offered at regular intervals. 

Upon completion of paper due diligence, buyers were given a specific date 

upon which bids and contract terms were to be submitted to GTE. GTE 

carefully evaluated the,bids and contract terms and further refined the list of 

buyers to a small group, which was selected for the final negotiations and 

physical due diligence process. 

Who is the buyer for GTE’s selected Illinois properties? 

Citizens Utilities Company (“Citizens”) is the buyer of the Illinois exchanges 

selected for repositioning. Citizens provides local exchange service to about a 
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million customer access lines in thirteen states across the country. Citizens also 

owns 82 percent of Electric Lightwave, Inc., a leading full-service, facilities-based 

integrated communications services provider of enhanced data service, frame 

relay, ATM, and Internet access solutions to bandwidth-intensive businesses and 

the e-commerce market. 

In May 1999, GTE agreed to sell more than 186,000 access lines in 

Minnesota, Arizona, and California to Citizens. This transaction represented all 

of GTE’s operations in Minnesota and Arizona, and a fraction of GTE’s 

operations in California. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

In September 1999, GTE agreed to sell all of its 60,000 Nebraska access 

lines to Citizens.. 

Please describe the proposed transaction. 

On December 16, 1999. GTE entered into a definitive agreement (the “Asset 

Purchase Agreement”) with Citizens, whereby GTE agreed to sell 106,850 

customer access lines in selected exchanges in Illinois to Citizens. 

Under the terms of the Asset Purchase Agreement, GTE employees serving 

the sold Illinois exchanges who are actively employed on the closing date will 

become the employees of Citizens Illinois at the same or comparable total base 

compensation they are receiving at that time. As announced, the GTE 

employees include hourly and salaried employees. 

Please identify the individual exchanges in Illinois receiving service from 

the assets that GTE is selling. 
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A. The proposed sale includes 110 Illinois exchanges. The exchanges are listed 

in the attached Exhibit 23. As listed in Exhibit 1.01, as of December 31, 1999, 

these exchanges had 87,618 residential lines and 22,934 business lines for a 

total of 110,552 access lines. 

Q. How will GTE account for this transaction? 

A. GTE will utilize Part 32 Accounting and record this transaction in accordance 

with Generally Accepted Accounting Procedures. 

PUBLIC INTEREST 

Q. Why is this sale to Citizens in the public interest? 

A.‘ Citizens is experienced in telecom operations and committed to building a 

strong organization. Citizens specializes in serving rural exchanges and will 

focus on the provision of excellent telephone service in Illinois. 

The sale by GTE and the purchase by Citizens are a winning scenario for 

GTE, Citizens, and all stockholders. The communities win because Citizens will 

provide a concentrated focus on the areas associated with the acquired 

properties. 

The customers transferring to Citizens win because Citizens is primarily a 

rural service company and its renewed focus on the areas associated with the 

acquired properties should result in excellent customer service and attention. 

GTE Shareholders win because the value of its’ retained investments should 

increase with GTE’s improved ability to capitalize on marketplace opportunities. 

The employees win because GTE is able to sharpen its focus on competing in 
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targeted markets and on growing the company: and those going to Citizens will 

become part of company committed to serving the smaller, more rural 

marketplace. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

As GTE has made a strategic decision to redefine its telecommunications 

markets, Citizens is dedicated to rural telecommunications service and the 

Illinois customers will receive the benefit of this emphasis. 

Will the customers of GTE be detrimentally affected by the sale? 

No, I understand that Citizens intends to take the facilities and customers in 

place at current rates. The transaction should result in no immediate change for 

the customers except for who the provider is, what the bill looks like and changes 

in numbers to call for customer service. 

How will GTE coordinate with the buyers in the ownership changeover to 

make certain that there are no disruptions of service to existing 

customers? 

GTE clearly recognizes the importance of ensuring a smooth transition in 

ownership of the facilities and transfer of our customers to the buyers. We have 

experienced network managers to manage and coordinate the tasks and 

activities that need to be performed to ensure a smooth transition. 

The repositioning team has designed a transition process that reflects our 

experience with other states’ transitions. Subsequent to the sale, a team 

representing all the impacted functional areas in GTE has been established to 

implement the transition process for the Illinois sale exchanges. 
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Q. Will this sale disrupt or change existing network interconnection to the 

public switched network by resellers, cellular providers, and independent 

telephone companies? 

A. No, the purchasers of the GTE exchanges will own the interoffice facilities 

within the exchanges that they are purchasing. Like GTE and other independent 

companies, the purchasers will be joint providers of the public switched network. 

It is my understanding that Citizens Illinois will negotiate interconnection 

agreements with all telecommunications service providers that currently have 

interconnection agreements with GTE North and GTE South. If such 

agreements cannot be negotiated prior to closing, Citizens Illinois will provide 

interconnection services according to the terms of GTE’s approved 

interconnection agreements, to the extent possible. 

Q. Are there any effects on public safety services such as 911 or E-911? 

A. No. Currently, 911 services are available in all of the exchanges being sold. 

GTE required all potential purchasers to indicate their willingness to continue to 

provide 911 and E-91 1 services in the purchased exchanges and to honor GTE’s 

existing contractual agreements for these services. Because the buyers have 

agreed to provide 911 and E-91 1 services, there will be no disruption or change 

in the provision of emergency services as a result of these sales. 

cl. What effect will the sale of these exchanges have on existing Extended 

Area Service (EAS) routes? 

A. The sale of these exchanges will have no effect on existing EAS routes. The 
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buyers have indicated they will continue, to provide the EAS routes that are 

currently in place. 

SUMMARY 

Please summarize your testimony. 

I have described GTE’s repositioning initiative and how the properties were 

selected for sale. I have discussed how GTE was careful in selecting buyers for 

the property by requiring that the parties demonstrate their capabilities and make 

significant commitments to the employees in Illinois. I have identified Citizens as 

the buyer and described the transaction. Finally, I have discussed why the 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

transaction is in the public interest. 

Does this conclude your direct testimony? 

Yes it does. 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
BEFORE THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

GTE NORTH INCORPORATED 
GTE SOUTH INCORPORATED 
CITIZENS TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OF ILLINOIS 

Joint Petition for the Approval of Purchase and 
Sale of Assets, and Related Agreements 
Pursuant to $7.102 of the Public Utilities Act; 
the Issuance of Certificates of Interexchange 
Service, Service, and Exchange Service 
Authority Pursuant to $513-403, 13-404, 
and 13-405 to Citizens Telecommunications 
Company of Illinois; the Discontinuance 
by GTE North Incorporated and Docket No. 00-0187 
GTE South Incorporated of Service 
Pursuant to 5 13-406 of the 
Public Utilities Act; the Issuance of an 
Order Approving Designation of 
Citizens Telecommunications Company of 
Illinois as an Eligible Telecommunications 
Carrier Covering the Service Area 
Consisting of the Exchanges to be Acquired 
from GTE North Incorporated and GTE 
South Incorporated Upon the Closing of this 
Purchase and Sale of Assets; the Issuance 
Of a Letter of Non-Opposition to Waiver of 
Study Areas; the Authorization of Citizens 
Telecommunications Company of Illinois to 
Maintain its Books and Records Outside of 
the State of Illinois; and the Granting of All 
Other Necessary and Appropriate Relief. 

AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN W. MCCORMICK 



STATE OF Texas 

COUNTY OF Dallas 1 

BRIAN W. MCCORMICK, first being duly sworn on oath states as follows: 

1. I am employed by GTE Network Services as Regulatory Director- 

Property Repositioning. 

2. My business address is Hidden Ridge, Irving, Texas, 75038. 

3. On February 25,2000, I submitted prefiled direct testimony on behalf of 

Joint Petitioners GTE North Incorporated and GTE South Incorporated in the above- 

caption docket. 

4. My direct testimony in this proceeding is marked for identification 

as “Exhibit 1.00” 

5. Exhibit 1.00 consists of eleven pages. 

6. The attachment to my direct testimony in this proceeding is marked as 

Exhibit 1 .O 1. 

7. Exhibit 1.01 consists of three pages. 

8. I have no corrections, additions or deletions to Exhibits 1.00 or 1.01. 

9. I certify that the answers and information set forth in Exhibits 1.00 and 

1.01 are true and correct to the best of my belief and knowledge. 

10. If asked the same questions today as those set forth in Exhibit 

1.00, my answers would be the same as those set forth in Exhibit 1.00. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 



to before me a Notary Public, this /aT’ day of 

+ 2000. 


